
CHARIOT mobile booth

• Easily reconfigured

• Nestable

• Lightweight

• Dual-wheel casters

• Fixed version

f l e x i b l e  f u r n i t u r e

Revolutionary 
mobile booth 

system



The need for dining spaces to serve multiple roles requires dining 

furniture to be more mobile, flexible, easy to reconfigure and store. 

Existing furnishings do not accommodate that very well, that is until 

today. Introducing a revolutionary mobile, fold-able booth system 

called CHARIOT. The mobile CHARIOT Go Bench features a 

seat that folds up and built-in casters allow the whole bench to be 

wheeled away for easy reconfiguration or storage.

booth and table



The CHARIOT Go Table features built-in casters that when stationary is rigid and does not 

move—the casters are activated by picking up the end of the table allowing it to be easily 

moved. The CHARIOT tops feature an antimicrobial, antifungal and highly durable urethane 

“SMARTedge” that will not allow liquids to gather or seep into the seam between the 

laminate and the edge. Available in fixed, folding and flip-top versions.

The contemporary styled CHARIOT Fixed 

Booth system features, a heavy-duty frame 

built to withstand the rigors of heavy use 

and a clean out gap between the seat and 

back for easy cleaning and maintenance. The 

CHARIOT fixed version features an optional 

laminate skirt that provides a “built in” look 

and allows for another design element to 

express the image you desire. 



CHARIOT GO Panels (mobile panel dividing system) enables you 

to divide booths and reconfigure spaces while allowing the ability 

to store panels quickly and easily when they are not in use. Panels 

are available in solid laminate or in laminate with a decorative upper 

insert. The insert can be decorative acrylic, metal, etched glass, 

laminate or design your own with creative materials or signage.

CHARIOT seat back panels are available 

in different heights and shapes and are 

customizable.



Durable- The CHARIOT system and all 

of Palmer Hamilton’s dining products 

are manufactured to withstand the 

rigors of high-use dining. With over 100 

years of dining design experience we 

know what it takes for your furniture to 

last. We guarantee it!

Cool- the CHARIOT system allows 

for age-appropriate design that 

accommodates more students with 

increased seating and managed traffic 

flow creating an inviting, safe and fun 

environment for all to enjoy.

Flexible- The CHARIOT system adds the 

ability to move and change your dining 

facility as required. You can go from a 

traditional cafeteria setting to a training 

setting to a public seating setting very 

easily, all with the same furniture.
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CHARIOT mobile booth

tough and durable

mobile

custom logo graphics

SMARTedge
(antibacterial/antifungal)

EdgeGuard™ (soy based) 

foldable

nestable

upholstery

fiberglass

To see the complete family of Palmer Hamilton products please see www.palmerhamilton.com

Fiberglass seat and back is perfect for heavy-use 

applications. Choose from over fifty “Poly Stone” 

colors. Select a color from www.acstone.com/poly-

stone-color-collections/ or call us for an actual sample 

or color sheet.

Fiberglass seat and a upholstered back gives you the 

durability you require while allowing for the higher-end 

look your desire.

Fully upholstered seat and back is ideal for creating 

that perfect image. Choose from our standard fabric 

offerings or supply your own fabric or vinyl.

Upholstered seat and a fiberglass back allowing for 

maximum comfort, high durability and easy cleaning.

CHARIOT Go Booth
CHARIOT Go Booths are available in 42” 48” and 60” 
widths. Back panels are available to match CHARIOT Go 
Panel heights; 37” (standard), 42”, 54”, 60” and 66” off 
the ground.

CHARIOT GO Table
Available in 24” and 30” depth with 42”, 48” and
60” lengths. Available in Fixed Go, Flip Go and
Folding Go. All with easing moving built in casters.

CHARIOT Go Panels
Available in 37h”(solid), 42h” (solid), 54h” (solid),
66h” (12h” insert) or 72h” (18” insert).
Lengths are 37.5”, 42”, 48”, 60” and 75”
Solid or with insert-– specify graphic laminate,
decorative acrylic, decorative metal or etched
glass to reflect the look you desire.

CHARIOT Fixed Booth
Available in 42”, 48” and 60” lengths
Side and back panels are available in 37h” (solid), 
42h” (solid)”,  54h” (solid), 66h” (12” insert) or
72h” (18” insert).

Other:
Edges: SMARTedge or EdgeGuard
Frame Colors: Metallic silver or black
Skirt option: A laminate skirt option is available
on fixed models.

Specs:
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